Good Girl Gone Bad 0.5 – Walkthrough

By Pulver
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Disclaimer
This is not an official walkthrough. The game has a lot of choices that lead to different scenes or variations of scenes. The walkthrough is a result of me playing through the game many times, but I may have missed something.

Notes
The game uses a Good/Bad system. Some choices increase bad or increase/decrease good points. Some choices again require a certain amount of either bad or good points and will not show up unless met. As far as I know there is no point yet in having few points in either good or bad. Note that the amount of points you have in either good or bad may also change some scenes a little. In addition there are some key decisions along the way, but most are pretty obvious.

In this walkthrough *scenes* are considered anything where genitals are being used or touched directly. For instance, isn't Ashly doing a daring pose for Dave considered a scene.

Optimal path
Good:11 Bad:22 Scenes:11

The optimal path tries to get the highest amount of good points, bad points and scenes. It ends with:
You’ve broken up with Eric. Bad Ashly and Bad Eva on good terms and meeting the gangbangers. Eric’s dad as Ashly’s sugar daddy with a future date. Doug as a potentially future boy-toy for Ashly. Ashly working at the bookstore (and curious about anal?). Ashly friendly with Jessica. Tyrone as a future sexual partner?

1. Wow, look at that body... So hot! (+1 bad) (-1 good)
2. Hello Eva!
3. Yes, show me
4. It’s beautiful
5. I’d prefer to be with Dave (+1 bad)
6. He’ll never cheat on you
7. Sure, what do you need?
8. I don’t know...
9. I’ll pass
10. Wait, I want to check out that clothing store first
11. Yeah, let’s see how it fits me
12. Screw it, I’ll buy it! (+1 bad)
13. Well, nice meeting you
14. Sure, we can meet sometime (+1 bad)
15. Would you like me to call you Daddy?
16. Tell me more (+1 bad)
17. Fuck hard *scene*
18. Fuck your dad!
19. Thank you
20. How did you end up on that TV show?
21. Send a sexy picture (+1 bad)
22. Send me a picture too
23. No comments
24. If Eva wants to, I’ll join too
25. You two looked very friendly (+1 good)
26. Spread your legs (+1 bad)
27. Don’t say that about dad (+1 good)
28. Text back *scene*
29. Ok, count me in
30. Chat with Jack
31. Chat with Eva
32. Chat with Eric
33. Ask Eric’s dad for money
34. Sounds good
35. We all like to be naughty in private
36. Sure, I’d love to
37. Let’s get wasted!
38. I am single (+1 bad)
39. Dance provocatively
40. Sure, let’s go! (+1 bad)
41. Kiss him back
42. Give him a blowjob *scene*
43. Get mad (+1 bad)
44. We’ll get through this
45. Nice to meet you, too...
46. Do the last set
47. What are you doing?
48. I’d like you to draw me
49. It was great!
50. They were doing drugs
51. Yes
52. It was not that bad
53. Jack kissed me...
54. Nothing...
55. I don’t know where she is (+1 good)
56. It won’t be necessary
57. Ask Eva – Do you like Jack?
58. Yes, it’d be great!
59. Ask Iris – What do you want to be when you grow up?
60. Don’t answer
61. Ask Jack – What do you like most in a girl?
62. Tell the truth
63. Ask Tyrone – How big is your dick?
64. I would kiss him again (+1 bad)
65. I rather take care of Iris
66. I can’t, sorry.
67. Let him kiss you (+1 bad)
68. Check out his cock *scene* *scene*
69. My boyfriend’s dad
70. Send picture to Eric (+1 good)
71. Today was great
72. Well, it’s being hard for me lately
73. Stay in bed and check Instagram
74. Upload a sexy pic
75. Wear my new clothes (+1 bad)
76. Don’t you have something to tell me?
77. Yes
78. Then go for it
79. She was the one who approached me
80. Post a sexy picture
81. I just want to be your model
82. Ok, I’ll do that
83. Strip down completely
84. I’m ok with it
85. Make a daring pose (+1 bad)
86. It’s amazing!
87. Yeah, I’d love to
88. That sounds nice
89. Lead him on (+1 bad)
90. Go to the gym
91. Go talk to him
92. I guess you’re right
93. Take a massage
94. Stay still
95. Keep going *scene*
96. I’m worried about him
97. Remove Eric’s hand (-1 good) (+2 bad) *scene*
98. It’s fine
99. You sure are lively
100. I’ll take it
101. I can’t do that...
102. Go downtown
103. Yes
104. Ok, let’s do it!
105. I like it, too
106. Don’t listen to her
107. Get on Instagram
108. Take a selfie *scene*
109. Me too (+1 good)
110. So how long have you two been having this affair?
111. I just want to have fun
112. I don’t know
113. Flirt
114. Dance with Dave (+1 bad)
115. Flirt
116. Yes
117. Ok!
118. Kiss him (+1 bad)
119. Yes, let’s go (+1 bad) *scene*
120. Tell him how you feel
121. Forget about her, Dad
122. Let’s get high (+1 bad)
123. Ok, give him my number
124. Buy the Bad Boy (choice of dildo doesn’t matter yet, but probably will in 0.6)
125. I like having fun
126. Kiss him back
127. Take him home (+1 bad) *scene*
128. Get on top
129. You bet we will
130. Open the door a bit more *Natasha scene*
131. Try to get a better look
132. Keep looking
133. I would like that

**Balanced path**

Good: 13  Bad: 17  Scenes: 10
This path is quite similar to the optimal path. It differs in that Eva and you go together to Jessica’s party and that you end up in an open relationship with Eric in the end.

1. Wow, look at that body... So hot! (+1 bad) (-1 good)
2. Hello Eva!
3. Yes, show me
4. It’s not that great
5. I’d prefer to be with Dave (+1 bad)
6. You better watch out.
7. What do you want now?
8. No way, do it yourself!
9. Wait, I want to check out that clothing store first
10. Yeah, let’s see how it fits me
11. Screw it, I’ll buy it! (+1 bad)
12. Well, nice meeting you
13. Politely decline
14. Ok, Arthur
15. Tell me more (+1 bad)
16. Fuck hard *scene*
17. Fuck your dad!
18. Thank you
19. What’s really going on between you and Jessica?
20. Send a casual picture
21. If Eva wants to, I’ll join too
22. You two looked very friendly (+1 good)
23. Yeah, me too
24. Text back
25. Ok, count me in
26. Chat with Jack
27. Chat with Eva
28. Chat with Eric
29. Ask Eric’s dad for money
30. Sounds good
31. We all like to be naughty in private
32. Sure, I’d love to
33. I want the same
34. Ok, one more!
35. I’m single (+1 bad)
36. Ok, last one
37. Let him guide you
38. Ok, let’s try it (+1 bad)
39. Kiss him back (+1 bad)
40. Respect his choice
41. We’ll get through this
42. Nice to meet you, too...
43. Do the last set
44. Please, leave me alone... *scene*
45. I’d like you to draw me
46. Jack kissed me, too
47. I don’t know where she is (+1 good)
48. It won’t be necessary
49. Ask Eva – Would you ever take drugs again?
50. Yes, why not
51. Ask Iris – What do you want to be when you grow up?
52. You kiss better
53. Ask Jack – Would you want to have sex with one of us?
54. Don’t answer
55. Ask Tyrone – What do you look for in a girl?
56. I would kiss him again (+1 bad)
57. Let him kiss you (+1 bad)
58. Accept the bet *Eva scene*
59. Let’s go! *scene*
60. My boyfriend’s dad
61. Send picture to Eric (+1 good)
62. Today was great
63. Well, it’s been hard for me lately
64. Stay in bed and check Instagram
65. Upload a sexy pic
66. Wear my new clothes (+1 bad)
67. Don’t you have something to tell me?
68. Yes
69. Then go for it
70. She was the one who approached me
71. Post a sexy picture
72. I just want to be your model
73. Ok, I’ll do that
74. Strip down completely
75. I’m ok with it
76. Make a daring pose (+1 bad)
77. It’s amazing!
78. Yeah, I’d love to
79. That sounds nice
80. Lead him on (+1 bad)
81. Go to the gym
82. Ignore him
83. Take a massage
84. Stay still
85. Keep going *scene*
86. I’m worried about him
87. Remove Eric’s hand (-1 good) (+2 bad) *scene*
88. It’s fine
89. You sure are lively
90. I’ll take it
91. I can’t do that...
92. Go downtown
93. Yes
94. Ok, let’s do it!
95. I like it, too
96. Don’t listen to her
97. Get on Instagram
98. Take a selfie *scene*
99. Me too (+1 good)
100. What do you like about my mother?
101. I just want to have fun
102. I don’t know
103. Flirt
104. Dance with Eric (+1 good)
105. Yes
106. Ok!
107. Kiss him (+1 bad)
108. No, I can’t
109. Make excuses (-1 good)
110. I would like an open relationship *scene*
111. Tell him how you feel
112. Forget about her, Dad
113. Let’s get high (+1 bad)
114. Ok, give him my number
115. Buy the Bad Boy (choice of dildo doesn’t matter yet, but probably will in 0.6)
116. I’m a bit of a nerd
117. Kiss him back
118. Take him home (+1 bad) *scene*
119. Get on top
120. You bet we will
121. Open the door a bit more *Natasha scene*
122. Try to get a better look
123. Keep looking
124. No, thanks

**Good path**

*Good:* 21  *Bad:* 0  *Scenes:* 7

This follows a prim and proper Ashly. In the walkthrough she peeks fully on Natasha. Feel free to avoid if you want Ashly to be all pure. There are also scenes that hint at future incest on this path, however they too can be avoided.
1. I don’t like that type of cocky guy... (+1 good)
2. Hello Eva!
3. Yes, show me
4. It’s beautiful
5. I love him very much (+1 good)
6. Sure, what do you need?
7. I don’t know...
8. I’ll pass
9. A book (+1 good)
10. Well, nice meeting you
11. Politely decline
12. I would rather use Mr. Thompson
13. Make love *scene*
14. Thank you
15. How did you end up on that TV show?
16. Do not send a picture (+1 good)
17. If Eva wants to, I’ll join too
18. You two looked very friendly (+1 good)
19. We’ll see
20. Don’t say that about dad (+1 good)
21. Tell him about family drama
22. I don’t think I’ll be able to go...
23. Chat with Eva
24. Chat with Jack
25. Chat with Eric
26. I’d prefer to see you on Friday
27. Be understanding *scene Eva*
28. You still have me, Dad
29. Ok, I’ll keep you company *scene*
30. Nice to meet you, too...
31. Do the last set
32. Please, leave me alone... *scene*
33. I’m not model material
34. I know you did drugs
35. Ok, I believe you
36. I don’t know where she is
37. Yes, please
38. Ask Tyrone – What’s the life of a rap star like?
39. He has to be a nice person and intelligent (+1 good)
40. Ask Jack – Have you ever been in love?
41. Tell the truth
42. Ask Iris – What do you want to be when you grow up?
43. Yes
44. Ask Eva – Have you ever been unfaithful?
45. Don’t answer
46. Don’t accept the bet
47. Let’s go! *scene*
48. Send picture to Eric (+1 good)
49. Today was great
50. Well, it’s being hard for me lately
51. Get up and study
52. Continue studying
53. Wear my usual clothes
54. Don’t you have something to tell me?
55. No
56. Upload a cute pic
57. Ok, I’ll do that
58. Yes, I’ll help you
59. Wait for Dave
60. It’s amazing!
61. We’ll see
62. That sounds nice
63. Go home and study
64. I’m very proud of him (+1 good)
65. You’re crazy!
66. It’s fine
67. You sure are lively
68. I’ll take it
69. Sorry, I need to study
70. Keep studying *scene*
71. Me too (+1 good)
72. How did this relationship come to be?
73. Becoming an adult is hard
74. No, we’ll keep being together
75. Let Eva handle it
76. Dance with Eric (+1 good)
77. Yes, you’re a slut
78. No way!
79. I will wait for you *scene*
80. Tell him how you feel
81. Forget about her, Dad
82. I don’t think it’s a good idea
83. I’m not interested
84. Buy the Average Joe (choice of dildo doesn’t matter yet, but probably will in 0.6)
85. Yes, that would be nice
86. Open the door a bit more *Natasha scene*
87. Try to get a better look
88. Keep looking
89. Complain
Bad path

Good: 4  Bad: 20  Scenes: 8

This path tries to turn Ashly into a mean bitch. It’s not optimal, but having almost no good points may open up new paths in the future.

1. Wow, look at that body... So hot! (+1 bad) (-1 good)
2. Hello Dave!
3. Yes, show me
4. You look like a slut
5. There a lot of things you don’t know about me (-1 good)
6. I’d prefer to be with Dave (+1 bad)
7. You better watch out.
8. What do you want now?
9. Yes, of course, I’ll help you (-1 good)
10. Wait, I want to check out that clothing store first
11. Yeah, let’s see how it fits me
12. Screw it, I’ll buy it! (+1 bad)
13. I saw you on TV, Jack
14. Sure, we can meet sometime (+1 bad)
15. Would you like me to call you Daddy?
16. Tell me more (+1 bad)
17. Fuck hard *scene*
18. Fuck your dad!
19. You are good looking too
20. How did you end up on that TV show?
21. Send a sexy picture (+1 bad)
22. Send me a picture too
23. Wow, that’s amazing
24. Of course, sign me up!
25. You want to fuck him, don’t you?
26. Spread your legs (+1 bad)
27. I won’t be like him (-1 good)
28. Ignore it *scene*
29. Ok, count me in
30. Chat with Jack
31. Chat with Eva
32. Chat with Eric
33. Ask Eric’s dad for money
34. Sounds good
35. We all like to be naughty in private
36. Sure, I’d love to
37. Let’s get wasted!
38. I am single (+1 bad)
39. Dance provocatively
40. Sure, let’s go! (+1 bad)
41. Kiss him back
42. Give him a blowjob *scene*
43. Get mad (+1 bad)
44. It’s your own fault
45. Don’t get so touchy
46. Get away, you freak!
47. I’d like you to draw me
48. It was great!
49. They were doing drugs
50. Yes
51. It was not that bad
52. Jack kissed me...
53. I kissed him back...
54. She’s right here with me
55. Ask Eva – Do you like Jack?
56. Yes, it’d be great!
57. Ask Iris – How many guys have you been with?
58. Yours is the biggest I’ve ever seen
59. Ask Jack – Would you want to have sex with one of us?
60. Don’t answer
61. Ask Tyrone – How big is your dick?
62. I would kiss him again (+1 bad)
63. Ok, let’s go
64. Ok, let’s go (+1 bad) *scene*
65. Tell the truth (+1 good)
66. My boyfriend’s dad
67. Send picture to Eric’s dad (-1 good)
68. Thank you
69. Ok, I’ll be in my room
70. Stay in bed and check Instagram
71. Upload a sexy pic
72. Wear my new clothes (+1 bad)
73. Don’t you dare judge me!
74. Post a sexy picture
75. I just want to be your model
76. Ok, I’ll do that
77. Strip down completely
78. I’m ok with it
79. Make a daring pose (+1 bad)
80. You made me look uglier
81. Yeah, I’d love to
82. I’m very busy right now
83. Lead him on (+1 bad)
84. Go to the gym
85. Go talk to him
86. I don’t want anything serious with you!
87. I want to do it again
88. I think it’s stupid (-1 good)
89. Do nothing *scene*
90. It’s a mess
91. You sure are lively
92. I’ll take it
93. Go bully her (+1 bad)
94. Count me in
95. Yes
96. Ok, let’s do it!
97. She’s right
98. Get on Instagram
99. Take a selfie *scene*
100. You took your damn time (-1 good)
101. So how long have you two been having this affair?
102. I just want to have fun
103. Probably
104. Flirt
105. Dance with Dave (+1 bad)
106. Flirt
107. Dance with him
108. Yes
109. Kiss him (+1 bad)
110. Yes, let’s go (+1 bad) *scene*
111. Avoid talking about it
112. She has a great boyfriend
113. Yes!
114. Let’s get high (+1 bad)
115. Buy the Mandingo King (choice of dildo doesn’t matter yet, but probably will in 0.6)
116. Open the door a bit more *Natasha scene*
117. Try to get a better look
118. Keep looking
119. Complain
120. Give him your number